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The method of extrapolation by intrinsic scaling, recently introduced to obtain correlation energies,
is generalized to multiconfigurational reference functions and used to calculate the binding energies
of the diatomic molecules C2, N2, O2, and F2. First, accurate approximations to the full
configuration interaction energies of the individual molecules and their constituent atoms are
determined, employing Dunning’s correlation consistent double-, triple- and quadruple  basis sets.
Then, these energies are extrapolated to their full basis set limits. Chemical accuracy is attained for
the binding energies of all molecules. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1869493兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Approaching the exact solution of the electronic
Schrödinger equation1 in molecules with as low a computational cost as possible remains a challenge for current work
in quantum chemistry.
Early on, Hylleraas2 pioneered the construction of accurate compact wave functions through the explicit inclusion of
the internuclear distance r12. Later developments along these
lines have been the transcorrelated wave functions of Boys
and Handy,3–9 the Gaussian geminal methods by a number of
authors,10–12 and the linear R12 method of Kutzelnigg and
Klopper.13,14 While high accuracy has been achieved by the
latter method, in particular in conjunction with
coupled-cluster15–18 and multireference configuration interaction 共CI兲 approaches,19–21 the computational costs are still
high.
Without the help of the complicating r12 terms, i.e., by
using only orbital-based configurations, the attainment of
chemical accuracy encounters computational limitations due
to the excessive lengths of the CI expansions in the full configuration spaces of the necessary basis sets. Therefore, efficient configuration-based treatments as well as effective extrapolations to the full basis set limit are needed. A number
of developments have led to substantial progress in treating
the full CI problem.22,23 Fundamental recastings of the
configuration-based approach have been introduced by the
coupled-cluster methods,24 in the density matrix renormalization group approach,25 and in variational density matrix
theory.26 Of these, the coupled-cluster approach has proven
to be very effective and has found wide use. On the other
hand, considerable success has been achieved with regard to
the methods for extrapolating to the complete basis set
共CBS兲 limit.27–38
An approach towards theoretical predictions of molecua兲
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lar properties with chemical accuracy at moderate computational cost is that of the model chemistries. These methods
combine ab initio electronic structure methods with the introduction of certain judiciously chosen adjustable parameters, which are then determined by minimizing the errors in
the atomization energies, ionization potentials, etc., for selected large training sets of molecular systems. Examples are
the GN methods of Pople and co-workers,39,40 the CBS suite
of methods by Petersson and co-workers41,42 and the WN
theories of Martin and co-workers.43,44 The marked successes of the model chemistry methods notwithstanding
however, work on rigorous parameterless electronic structure
methods remains important. Even systematic improvements
of model chemistry descriptions are dependent upon
benchmark-quality ab initio results.
By virtue of their variational character, full configuration
interaction 共FCI兲 calculations45 furnish results that can serve
as ab initio benchmarks. The problem is, as mentioned
above, that they suffer from the need for excessively long
configurational expansions. Even with the progress achieved
in Refs. 22–26, problems remain, notably when the zerothorder reference function has multiconfigurational character,
as is often the case for instance along reaction paths. A number of authors have therefore explored yet another path towards reducing the computational effort, namely, the use of
suitable extrapolation procedures to approximate the FCI energy for a given basis46–51 within chemical accuracy.
A new extrapolation method for obtaining FCI energies
was introduced in two recent publications49,50 by the present
authors: The correlation energy extrapolation by intrinsic
scaling 共CEEIS兲. In a third investigation,51 the implications
for compact wave functions were discussed. Using Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets,52–54 such CEEIS extrapolations were found to yield accurate approximations to
the 共valence兲 FCI energies for a number of prototype systems
with a considerably reduced computational effort.
In the present investigation, we generalize the CEEIS
method to multiconfigurational reference functions and use it
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to predict the binding energies of the diatomic molecules, C2,
N2, O2, and F2. These systems are often chosen as test cases
for new computational approaches 共see, e.g., Refs. 29, 55,
and 56兲 since their electronic structures embody serious challenges for achieving high accuracy by ab initio methods. We
use the CEEIS method to determine accurate approximations
to the full CI energies for Dunning’s correlation consistent
polarized valence X-tuple zeta 共cc-pVXZ兲 basis sets with X
= 2 , 3 , 4 and, then, extrapolate these energies to the CBS
limit by means of established techniques.29,56–78 The predicted binding energies are found to agree with the experimental data within the chemical accuracy of 1 kcal/ mol.

Our method is based on the resolution of the total energy
improvement over the zeroth-order energy in the full space,
viz. ⌬E, as a sum of excitation contributions ⌬E共x兲:
⌬E = 关E共f兲 − E共0兲兴 = ⌬E共1兲 + ⌬E共2兲
+ ⌬E共3兲 + ¯ + ⌬E共f兲,
with the increments
⌬E共x兲 = E共x兲 − E共x − 1兲,

x = 1,2, . . . , f .

Since the basic CEEIS method has been described in
detail in Ref. 49, we shall sketch here only briefly the basic
notions and definitions. We shall however generalize the
method to the case of a multiconfigurational reference function. While the method is manifestly applicable to all electrons, we use it here only to recover the correlations within
valence shells, i.e., with the core shells assumed to be closed.

A. Resolution of the full CI energy

1. Expansion in terms of contributions
from successive excitations

The CEEIS method presumes the prior determination of
a “zeroth-order configuration space” that is generated from a
set of M R reference valence orbitals, called “occupied.” This
zeroth-order reference space does not have to be limited to a
single Hartree–Fock-type determinant, but can be multiconfigurational. The reference orbitals are presumed to be close
to those that would result from the multiconfigurational selfconsistent-fied 共MCSCF兲 optimization in this zeroth-order
configuration space. In the present investigation, we use the
full configurational reference space that is generated by the
occupied molecular orbitals 共MOs兲. Let there be M additionally available valence orbitals, called “virtual” or “correlating,” so that the total number of valence, i.e., noncore orbitals is M R + M. Substituting virtual valence orbitals in place of
occupied valence orbitals generates the additional correlating
determinants. They are classified as single, double, triple,
etc., excitations, the set of x-tuple excitations being defined
as consisting of all determinants containing x correlating and
共N − x兲 occupied valence orbitals, where N is the number of
valence electrons. 共We mention in passing that other reference space choices are also compatible with the CEEIS
method.兲
Let E共x兲 denote the CI energy obtained by using all configurations containing up to x excited electrons in the virtual
orbital space. Thus, E共0兲 is the reference energy of the
zeroth-order wave function, E共1兲 represents the singles, i.e.,
S-CI energy, E共2兲 is the SD-CI energy, E共3兲 is the SDT-CI
energy, E共4兲 is the SDTQ-CI energy, etc. The CI energy in
the full configuration space can then be denoted as E共f兲,
where f is the smaller of 2M and N.

共2兲

If f is even, ⌬E can also be decomposed as
⌬E = 关E共f兲 − E共0兲兴 = ⌬E共1,2兲 + ⌬E共3,4兲 + ⌬E共5,6兲
+ ¯ + ⌬E共f − 1, f兲,

II. EXTRAPOLATION TO THE FULL CI ENERGY
BY INTRINSIC SCALING

共1兲

共3兲

where
⌬E共x,x − 1兲 = E共x兲 − E共x − 2兲 = ⌬E共x兲 + ⌬E共x − 1兲,
共4兲
x = 1,2, . . . , f .
The individual terms in the series expansion of Eq. 共1兲,
which correspond to the successive excitations, are independent on the choice of the correlating orbitals that generate the
configurations, as long as all M correlating orbitals are used
at each excitation level. For small systems involving the atoms hydrogen to neon, the expansion given by Eq. (1) has
always been found to converge rapidly when the zeroth-order
space is near-optimized: millihartree accuracy is usually
reached for x = 6, in some cases for x = 4 and rarely requiring
x = 8.
It is the expansion of each ⌬E共x兲 in terms of determinants that converges very slowly. These determinantal expansions, in particular those for higher excitations, are responsible for the excessive lengths of CI expansions, and
they are the object of the present approach.
2. Choice of orbitals

The convergence of the expansion of each excitation
contribution ⌬E共x兲 in terms of determinants depends on the
choice of the molecular orbitals. It is therefore important to
make an optimal choice of the configuration-generating orbitals and to order them according to their decreasing importance. A good set of correlating virtual orbitals would be the
natural orbitals 共NOs兲 of the full CI solution,79,80 ordered by
occupation numbers, if they were available. An effective
practical alternative is provided by the NOs of the SD-CI
calculation.45 The present analysis is therefore based on
wave functions and energies generated using these SD-NOs
for all orbitals. The M R strongly occupied orbitals, which are
similar to the SCF or MCSCF orbitals, are used as the reference orbitals, while the M weakly occupied orbitals are used
as the correlating orbitals.
This choice entails, of course, that the zeroth-order energy E共0兲 is slightly higher than what is found when the
reference orbitals are taken equal to the SCF or MCSCF
orbitals and the correlating orbitals are obtained from diagonalizing only the projection of the SD density matrix in the
virtual orbital space. In the molecules studied here, this is
also found to be the case for the singles-plus-doubles energy
E共2兲. The energy differences resulting from the two orbital
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choices
become
however
uniformly
less
0.05 millihartree at the SDTQ excitation level.

than

3. Orbital contributions to a given excitation level

To analyze the expansions of ⌬E共x兲 in terms of determinants, let us define as “兵x 兩 m其-CI calculations” those CI calculations that include excitations up to level x, but where
only the first m of the set of ordered virtual correlating orbitals are utilized. The resulting energy values will be denoted as E共x 兩 m兲. They manifestly converge to the energy
E共x兲 as m → M, and the energy in the full orbital space will
be E共f 兩 M兲 with f = min兵N , 2M其.
In analogy to Eq. 共1兲, the energy E共x 兩 m兲 from an
兵x 兩 m其-CI calculation can be decomposed as
E共x兩m兲 = E共0兩m兲 + ⌬E共1兩m兲 + ⌬E共2兩m兲 + ¯ + ⌬E共x兩m兲,

共5兲

where
⌬E共x兩m兲 = 关E共x兩m兲 − E共x − 1兩m兲兴

共6兲

or, for x = even, by

the “fitting range.” The constants ax and cx are then determined by least mean squares 共LMSQ兲 fitting Eq. 共10兲 to the
data in the fitting range.
This fitting-plus-extrapolation procedure is used to deduce the contributions for x = 4 , 6 , 8 from ⌬E共2兲 and the contributions for x = 5 , 7 , 9 from ⌬E共3兲.

2. Scheme II

Here, ⌬E共4 兩 M兲 is obtained as in Scheme I. But, for x
艌 5 one uses the relationships
⌬E共x − 1,x兩m兲 = 关E共x兩m兲 − E共x − 2兩m兲兴
= Ax⌬E共1,2兩m兲 + Bx⌬E共3兩m兲 + Cx ,

共11兲

which are readily derived form Eq. 共10兲. In this case, values
of the three quantities ⌬E共1 , 2 兩 m兲, ⌬E共3 兩 m兲, and ⌬E共x
− 1 , x 兩 m兲 are calculated in a certain fitting range 共m0 , m1兲 for
a given x value. For each x, the constants Ax, Bx, Cx are then
determined by LMSQ fit and ⌬E共x 兩 M兲 is obtained from
⌬E共1 , 2 兩 M兲 and ⌬E共3 兩 M兲.

E共x兩m兲 = E共0兩m兲 + ⌬E共1,2兩m兲 + ⌬E共3,4兩m兲
+ ¯ + ⌬E共x − 1,x兩m兲

共7兲

with
⌬E共x − 1,x兩m兲 = 关E共x兩m兲 − E共x − 2兩m兲兴
= ⌬E共x兩m兲 + ⌬E共x − 1兩m兲.

共8兲

For for m → M, one manifestly has
⌬E共x兩M兲 = ⌬E共x兲,

⌬E共x,x − 1兩M兲 = ⌬E共x,x − 1兲.

共9兲

as defined by Eqs. 共2兲 and 共4兲.
B. Extrapolation of excitation contributions

The CEEIS method49,50 is deduced from the observation
that certain similarities exist in the way the energies
⌬E共x 兩 m兲 and ⌬E共x + 2 兩 m兲, considered as functions of m,
converge towards their respective full values ⌬E共x兲 and
⌬E共x + 2兲. In fact, for m larger than a certain threshold value
m0, the linear relationships
⌬E共x兩m兲 = ax⌬E共x − 2兩m兲 + cx

共10兲

were found to give quite accurate representations of these
similarities for x = 4 , 5 , 6 and higher x values. Using these
relations, several implementation schemes were developed
and described in detail in Ref. 49. Here we focus on two of
them.
1. Scheme I

Equation 共10兲 permits the extrapolative determination of
the desired end value ⌬E共x兲 = ⌬E共x 兩 M兲 from the known end
value ⌬E共x − 2 兩 M兲 provided the values of ax and cx are
known. Since the latter vary not only with x, but also from
system to system, they must be determined in each case. This
is accomplished by computing the values of the two quantities ⌬E共x 兩 m兲 and ⌬E共x − 2 兩 m兲 for a given x value and for a
set of low m values, defined say by m0 艋 m 艋 m1 ⬍ M, termed

3. Error prediction

Since our objective is to obtain correlation energies in
systems where calculations with full bases 共i.e., for m = M兲
are not feasible, the ability to estimate the possible error of
the extrapolation is relevant. We have shown in Ref. 49 how
such an estimate can be deduced from the quality of the
LMSQ fit discussed above. Consider, for instance, the use of
Eq. 共10兲 in Scheme I. Let the values of ⌬E共x − 2 兩 m兲 at the
borders of the fitting range be denoted by ⌬E共x − 2 兩 m0兲 = 0
and ⌬E共x − 2 兩 m1兲 = 1. Let furthermore the full value ⌬E共x
− 2兲 be denoted by ⌬E共x − 2 兩 M兲 = M. Let the uncertainty of
⌬E共x 兩 m兲 inherent in the LMSQ fit within the fitting range be
characterized by the quantity ␦, which can be chosen either
as the root-mean-square deviation or as the maximum deviation of the fit in the range. Then, the uncertainty in the extrapolated value for ⌬E共x 兩 M兲 is predicted to be ± with
 = ␦ 关1 + 2共 M − 1兲/共1 − 0兲兴.

共12兲

For those cases where we knew the accurate values, we
found the root-mean-square choice for ␦ to yield reliable
estimates for  most of the time. The maximum-deviation
choice for ␦ is of course more conservative, but usually too
much so. Both estimates of  will be listed in some of the
subsequent tables.

III. FULL VALENCE CI ENERGIES FOR C2, N2, O2,
AND F2
A. Zeroth-order wave functions

For the molecules C2, N2, F2, the zeroth-order wave
functions can be taken as the dominating single determinants
C2 共 1⌺+g 兲: A兵core4共2兲2共2*兲2共2x兲2共2y兲2共␣␤兲6其,
N2 共 1⌺+g 兲: A兵core4共2兲2共2*兲2共3兲2共2x兲2共2y兲2共␣␤兲7其,
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F2 共 1⌺+g 兲: A兵core4共2兲2共2*兲2共3兲2共2x兲2共2y兲2
⫻共2x*兲2共2y *兲2共␣␤兲9其,
where A denotes the respective antisymmetrizers. The number of reference valence orbitals for C2, N2, F2 is M R
= 4 , 5 , 7, respectively. Since, in the cc-pVQZ basis, the total
number of valence orbitals is M R + M = 108 in all cases, the
number of correlation valence orbitals is M = 104, 103, 101,
respectively.
As regards C2, it is however well known that the ground
state full-valence-space MCSCF wave function contains
about a 20% admixture of the second configuration
C2 共 1⌺+g 兲: A兵core4共2兲2共3兲2共2x兲2共2y兲2共␣␤兲6其,
and it is in fact this strong zeroth-order multiconfigurational
character which is the cause of the difficulties that coupledcluster methods encounter in trying to deal with this molecule. From the point of view of the CEEIS methodology,
one wonders which is the more effective choice for our
zeroth-order function: The single determinant mentioned in
the preceding paragraph, or the small full configuration space
generated by the five 共M R = 5兲 reference valence orbitals 2,
2*, 3, 2x, 2y. In 1⌺+g symmetry, this space is spanned
by seven determinants 共which contain the two mentioned
above兲 and all excitations are then generated with respect to
this seven-dimensional reference space. The CEEIS procedure works for both approaches without problems and we
shall investigate and compare both quantitatively below.
For O2 on the other hand, because of the single occupancy of the * orbitals, the zeroth-order function is necessarily a linear combination of the two determinants
O2 共 3⌺−g 兲: ⌿1 = A兵core4共2兲2共2*兲2共3兲2共2x兲2共2y兲2
⫻共2x*兲共2y *兲共␣␤兲7␣␣其
⌿2 = A兵core4共2兲2共2*兲2共3兲2共2x*兲2共2y *兲2共2x兲
⫻共2y兲共␣␤兲7␣␣其,
which are the only 12-electron functions of 3⌺−g symmetry in
the full configuration space generated by the M R = 7 occupied
valence orbitals. The ORMAS 共Ref. 23兲 code determines the
optimal linear combination of ⌿1 and ⌿2 simultaneously
with the coefficients of the excited configurations. The reference multiconfigurational 共MC兲-function is found to contain
about a 5% admixture of ⌿2. For O2, we have M = 101 so
that again M R + M = 108.
B. CEEIS procedure for quadruple- basis sets

We illustrate the working of the CEEIS method by documenting the extrapolation to the FCI energies of the molecules C2, N2, O2, and F2 for the largest basis sets used here,
viz., cc-pVQZ.52 The calculations were executed using the
GAMESS program suite,81 notably the ORMAS code.23
They were performed at the experimental equilibrium distances, as given by Huber and Herzberg,82 except for C2,
where the value of Douay et al.83 was used.
The results for the four molecules are exhibited in Tables
I–IV. The calculations for N2 and F2, reported in Tables II

J. Chem. Phys. 122, 154110 共2005兲

and IV, were performed with the single-determinant reference functions given in Sec. III A. The calculations for O2,
reported in Table III, were performed with the twodeterminant zeroth-order reference functions given in Sec.
III A. The calculations for C2, reported in Table I, were performed using as zeroth-order reference function the dominant single determinant given in the beginning of Sec. III A.
The calculations based on the seven-determinant reference
function proceeded just as smoothly and the results will be
commented upon in Sec. V A.
In each of the four tables, the first section documents the
resolution of the total valence-correlation energy in terms of
the contributions from the single+ double excitations, the
triple excitations, and the remaining excitations. Note that
the first row of this section is not the quantity ⌬E共1 , 2兲 defined by Eq. (4) for x = 2, but the slightly different quantity
⌬EHF共1,2兲 = E共2兲 − EHF = ⌬E共1,2兲 + E共0兲 − EHF ,

共13兲

where EHF is the independently calculated Hartree–Fock energy, which differs slightly from E共0兲 because we have chosen to work with the SD-NOs as reference orbitals, as has
been discussed in Sec. II A 2. We list ⌬EHF共1 , 2兲 rather than
⌬E共1 , 2兲 in order that the total becomes in fact the conventionally defined valence-correlation energy and can be compared with the results of other work. Note also that, while the
CEEIS procedure in O2 of Table III is based on a twodeterminant zeroth-order reference function, the term EHF in
Eq. 共13兲 is here defined as the energy of the optimized single
determinant ⌿1 discussed in Sec. III A. The second row of
the first section in Tables I–IV contains the contribution
⌬E共3兲 = ⌬E共3 兩 M兲 just as defined by Eq. 共2兲 for x = 3.
The determination of the correlation contributions of the
excitation levels x = 4 – 8 by the CEEIS extrapolation is documented in the second section of each of the Tables I–IV. The
first three parts of this section contain the results for the
contributions of excitations x = 4 , 5 , 6 respectively, as calculated by Scheme I. The next part lists the results for the total
contribution of the excitations x = 5 + 6, calculated in two
ways, viz., by adding the preceding results as well as by
direct application of Scheme II. The final part contains the
results for the contribution of excitations x = 7 + 8, calculated
by Scheme II. The contributions of the excitations x = 9 and
higher manifestly become negligibly small.
The first two columns in the second section identify the
fitting ranges by specifying the values 兵m0 , m1其. The third
column lists the calculated value of ⌬E共x 兩 m1兲, i.e., from the
largest CI calculation made for this x value, and the fourth
column gives the extrapolated result for ⌬E共x兲 = ⌬E共x 兩 M兲.
The last two columns show the uncertainties predicted by
Eq. 共12兲 for the extrapolations, using the root-mean-square
deviation as well as the maximum deviation for ␦.
The contributions ⌬E共4 – 8 兩 M兲 in the first section of the
table are obtained by adding up those excitation contributions in the second section that are identified by bold print.
It is apparent that the quantitative results shown in these
tables are very similar for the four molecules. The energies
obtained by different extrapolations for ⌬E共4兲 of any given
molecule are always within a few tenths of a millihartree of
each other, indicating the reliability of the method. The same
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TABLE I. Contributions of the various excitation levels to the FCI valence-correlation energy of the C2 ground
state in cc-pVQZ basis 共in millihartree兲.
⌬EHF共1 , 2 兩 104兲
⌬E共3 兩 104兲,
⌬E共4 – 8 兩 104兲
Total valence-correlation energy
Fitting range

317.99
25.48
53.55± 0.3
397.02± 0.3

Calculated exactly, Eq. 共13兲
Calculated exactly, Eqs. 共6兲 and 共9兲
Extrapolated, see below
Eqs. 共1兲 and 共13兲

Energy contributions

Estimated abs. error, using

−⌬E共x 兩 104兲

␦共RMSQ兲

␦共max兲

Excitations x = 4
Extrapolation to ⌬E共4 兩 104兲 by Scheme I
14
50
44.10
18
50
44.10
25
50
44.10
25
60
44.31

44.72
44.86
44.85
44.84

0.15

0.45

0.09

0.22

Excitations x = 5
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 兩 104兲 by Scheme I
23
36
5.52

5.78

0.01

0.02

Excitations x = 6
Extrapolation to ⌬E共6 兩 104兲 by Scheme I
26
28
2.39
21
28
2.39

2.63
2.73

0.03

0.04

8.51

0.04

0.06

8.48
8.48
8.54

0.02

0.03

0.20
0.21
0.20

0.004

0.008

m0

m1

−⌬E共x 兩 m1兲

Excitations x = 5 + 6
Sum of Scheme I extrapolations for x = 5 and x = 6
⌬E共5 兩 104兲 + ⌬E共6 兩 104兲
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 , 6 兩 104兲 by Scheme II
12
28
7.68
15
28
7.68
17
28
7.68
Excitations x = 7 + 8
Extrapolation to ⌬E共7 , 8 兩 104兲 by Scheme II
9
20
0.16
12
20
0.16
13
20
0.16

holds for the extrapolations by Scheme I and by Scheme II
for the contributions ⌬E共5 , 6 兩 M兲, which yield nearly identical estimates which lie within the predicted uncertainties of
each other. The contribution ⌬E共7 , 8 兩 M兲 is always less than
0.1 mh except for C2 where it is 0.2 millihartree.
C. Full CI energies for double-, triple-,
and quadruple- bases and comparison
with coupled-cluster results

We determined very accurate FCI energy estimates also
for the double- 共cc-pVDZ兲 and triple- bases 共cc-pVTZ兲,
either directly or by using the CEEIS procedure when the
direct FCI calculations were out of reach. In Table V, we
compare all of these near-FCI energies with energies obtained from coupled-cluster methods including at least triple
excitations. The CCSD共T兲 and CCSD关T兴 results84–91 were
obtained using a code due to Piecuch and co-workers91 in
GAMESS and they were determined at the same geometries
as the CEEIS-FCI calculations, viz., the experimental internuclear distances. Also listed are the results of the CCSDT

calculations reported by Feller and Sordo29 for optimized
internuclear distances. The higher level, viz., CCSD共TQ兲 and
CCSDT共Q兲 results were obtained by McGuire and Piecuch,92
also at the experimental distances, and kindly given to the
present authors.
In as much as the CEEIS-FCI results are accurate within
fractions of millihartees, they can be considered as benchmarks for the coupled-cluster calculations. The deviations of
the coupled-cluster values from the CEEIS-FCI result are
indicated in parentheses 共in millihartree兲 in Table V.
The overall observation is that these coupled-cluster energies differ from the full CI results in the millihartree range,
with the CCSDT theory, exhibiting the largest errors for the
better basis sets 关even though very good optimized geometries can be obtained already at CCSD共T兲 level of theory93兴.
The CCSD关T兴 approximation shows the smallest errors 共occasionally less than 1 millihartree兲. In C2, however, the
CCSD关T兴 results drop below the FCI energies, while all other
CC energies in all molecules lie above the FCI energies.
All coupled-cluster results are in fact worst for the molecule C2, the errors of the CCSDT calculations being 2.06,
3.93, 4.44 millihartree corresponding to the double- triple-
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TABLE II. Contributions of the various excitation levels to the FCI valence-correlation energy of the N2 ground
state in cc-pVQZ basis 共in millihartree兲.
⌬EHF共1 , 2 兩 103兲
⌬E共3 兩 103兲
⌬E共4 – 8 兩 103兲
Total valence-correlation energy
Fitting range

364.76
16.95
32.94± 0.1
414.65± 0.1

Calculated exactly, Eq. 共13兲
Calculated exactly, Eqs. 共6兲 and 共9兲
Extrapolated, see below
Eqs. 共1兲 and 共13兲

Energy contributions

Estimated absolute error, using

␦共RMSQ兲

␦共max兲

0.08

0.16

0.05

0.12

2.37
2.42
2.23

0.04
0.05
0.001

0.08
0.09
0.001

0.85
0.99

0.016
0.007

0.057
0.009

−⌬E共x 兩 m1兲

−⌬E共x 兩 103兲

Excitations x = 4
Extrapolation to ⌬E共4 兩 103兲
13
25
13
29
16
29
16
50

25.64
26.28
26.28
28.51

29.80
29.73
29.70
29.65

Excitations x = 5
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 兩 103兲 by Scheme I
6
20
15
20
18
20

1.63
1.63
1.63

m0

m1

Excitations x = 6
Extrapolation to ⌬E共6 兩 103兲 by Scheme I
6
17
15
17
Excitations x = 5 + 6
Sum of Scheme I extrapolations for x = 5 and x = 6
⌬E共5 兩 103兲 + ⌬E共6 兩 103兲
Extrapolation to E共5 , 6 兩 103兲 by Scheme II
5
12
1.52
5
14
1.72
5
17
2.11

3.22

0.008

0.010

3.21
3.14
3.17

0.04

0.08

Excitations x = 7 + 8
Extrapolation to ⌬E共7 , 8 兩 103兲 by Scheme II
5
13
0.03

0.07

0.002

0.003

and quadruple- bases, respectively. In view of the geometry
optimizations, the CCSDT energies would deviate from the
FCI energies even more at the experimental internuclear distance. Even the CCSDT共Q兲 calculation entails an error of
2.16 millihartree. Since the deviations are also substantial for
the CCSD共T兲 and CCSD关T兴 approximations, it is likely that
the reason for these errors is the partial multireference character of the C2 ground state wave function.
One furthermore notes that the deviations of the CC energies from the FCI energies are typically nearly constant
when going from the cc-pVTZ to the cc-pVQZ basis sets and
they also maintain the same sign.
Finally, one observes that CCSD共TQ兲 and CCSDT共Q兲
methods91,92 provide a better accuracy than CCSD关T兴 and
CCSD共T兲 approaches, especially in the case of the F2 molecule, as indeed they should. Nevertheless, the C2 molecule
appears to remain a problem case even for CCSD共TQ兲 and
CCSDT共Q兲 methods. The inclusion of higher CC excitations
is expected to improve the CC results further.94,95

IV. EXTRAPOLATION TO THE COMPLETE BASIS SET
LIMIT
A. Approach of cc-pVXZ energies to the CBS limit

As mentioned in the Introduction, chemical accuracy
may be achievable without extrapolations when the linearR12 methodology is used in conjunction with MCSCF reference functions and very large basis sets.17–21 Chemically accurate determinations of electronic energies by the straight
CI approach require, however, extrapolations of the full CI
energies to the CBS limit. Considerable work has therefore
been done in developing physically appropriate as well as
computationally efficient extrapolation techniques56–78 for
energies obtained with sequences of various basis set types.
One result of the theoretical analyses is that the soundest
procedure is to extrapolate the Hartree–Fock energy and the
correlation energy separately.
For sequences of Dunning’s correlation consistent ccpVXZ basis sets, the Hartree–Fock energy for the X-tuple-
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TABLE III. Contributions of the various excitation levels to the FCI valence-correlation energy of the O2
ground state in cc-pVQZ basis 共in millihartree兲.
⌬EHF共1 , 2 兩 101兲
⌬E共3 兩 101兲
⌬E共4 – 8 兩 101兲
Total valence-correlation energy
Fitting range

469.35
25.30
16.89± 0.02
511.54± 0.02

Calculated exactly, Eq. 共13兲
Calculated exactly, Eqs. 共6兲 and 共9兲
Extrapolated, see below
Eqs. 共1兲 and 共13兲

Energy contributions

Estimated absolute error, using

−⌬E共x 兩 m1兲

−⌬E共x 兩 101兲

␦共RMSQ兲

␦共max兲

Excitations x = 4
Extrapolation to ⌬E共4 兩 101兲
18
28
26
28
18
37
26
37
28
37

11.86
11.86
13.04
13.04
13.04

15.02
15.09
15.14
15.27
15.29

0.05

0.08

0.005

0.007

Excitations x = 5
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 兩 101兲 by Scheme I
8
21
12
21
16
21

0.78
0.78
0.78

1.19
1.24
1.27

0.03

0.05

0.003

0.005

Excitations x = 6
Extrapolation to ⌬E共6 兩 101兲 by Scheme I
8
18
12
18

0.20
0.20

0.30
0.31

0.006
0.002

0.009
0.003

1.58

0.005

0.008

1.34
1.38
1.59
1.62

0.03

0.05

0.02

0.0006

0.0007

m0

m1

Excitations x = 5 + 6
Sum of Scheme I extrapolations for x = 5 and x = 6
⌬E共5 兩 101兲 + ⌬E共6 兩 101兲
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 , 6 兩 101兲 by Scheme II
7
14
0.65
9
14
0.65
7
18
0.91
9
18
0.91
Excitations x = 7 + 8
Extrapolation to ⌬E共7 , 8 兩 101兲 by Scheme II
7
11
0.01

basis approaches its CBS limit according to the exponential
law78
EHF共X兲 = EHF共CBS兲 + a exp共− ␣X兲.

共14兲

The correlation energy, on the other hand, has been shown to
approach its CBS limit according to an inverse power law,
the most likely candidate being
ECOR共X兲 = ECOR共CBS兲 + aX−3 + bX−5 ,

共15兲

where the power 共−3兲 is due to singlet-coupled terms and the
power 共−5兲 to triplet-coupled terms.17,96,97 But it has been
observed that only a small error seems to be introduced by
omitting of the 共−5兲 term in Eq. 共15兲.64,65
On the other hand, it has been generally found that the
double- 共X = 2兲 energies do not fit well into the extrapolation
process and are better omitted from the procedure.
We confirmed these generally accepted inferences by explicit calculations on the neon atom, which are discussed
below in Sec. IV D.

B. CBS extrapolation of the Hartree–Fock energy

Formula 共14兲 contains three unknowns 关EHF共CBS兲, a,
␣兴. Three Hartree–Fock 共HF兲 energies are therefore required
to determine the desired EHF共CBS兲 value. Since our calculations did not go beyond quadruple- bases, we were forced to
use the energies for X = 2 as well as those for X = 3 , 4. It is
however a relatively simple matter to determine HF-CBS
limits accurately by going to larger bases sets, and they have
indeed been reported in the literature for the atoms C, N, O,
F 共Refs. 98–100兲 and for the molecules C2, N2, O2, F2 共Refs.
99 and 100兲. We pursued both avenues and found that, in
fact, the listed accurate HF-CBS limits and those obtained by
using our results for X = 2 , 3 , 4 never differed by more than
1 millihartree. Substitution of the accurate HF-CBS limit,
when comparing with experiment, entails of course a more
stringent test for the correlation energies and, hence, also for
the CEEIS method.
A slight complication arose, in the case of the atoms,
from the fact that, long before we came to this point, we had
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TABLE IV. Contributions of the various excitation levels to the FCI valence-correlation energy of the F2
ground state in cc-pVQZ basis 共in millihartree兲.
⌬EHF共1 , 2 兩 101兲
⌬E共3 兩 101兲
⌬E共4 – 8 兩 101兲
Total valence-correlation energy
Fitting range

528.27
16.70
46.87± 0.2
591.84± 0.2

Calculated exactly, Eq. 共13兲
Calculated exactly, Eqs. 共6兲 and 共9兲
Extrapolated, see below
Eqs.共1兲 and 共13兲

Energy contributions

Estimated absolute error, using

␦共RMSQ兲

␦共max兲

0.15

0.28

0.08

0.14

1.99
2.01
2.05

0.083
0.037
0.007

0.18
0.09
0.01

1.48

0.006

0.01

3.53

0.013

0.02

3.36
3.47

0.09

0.15

0.05

0.001

0.002

−⌬E共x 兩 m1兲

−⌬E共x 兩 101兲

Excitations x = 4
Extrapolation to ⌬E共4 兩 101兲
14
26
14
33
14
40
33
40
25
40

34.00
36.29
38.23
38.23
38.23

43.12
43.15
43.15
43.10
43.29

Excitations x = 5
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 兩 101兲 by Scheme I
10
16
10
20
16
20

0.68
1.04
1.04

Excitations x = 6
Extrapolation to ⌬E共6 兩 101兲 by Scheme I
10
16

0.89

m0

m1

Excitations x = 5 + 6
Sum of Scheme I extrapolations for x = 5 and x = 6
⌬E共5 兩 101兲 + ⌬E共6 兩 101兲
Extrapolation to ⌬E共5 , 6 兩 101兲 by Scheme II
7
16
1.57
8
16
1.57
Excitations x = 7 + 8
Extrapolation to ⌬E共7 , 兩101兲 by Scheme II
7
11
0.02

chosen to determine the Hartree–Fock energies for these
open-shell atoms by restricted open shell Hartree-Fock
共ROHF兲 calculations with nonequivalent px, py, pz orbitals.
The quoted references report however only CBS limits for
the case of equivalent orbitals. Our deduction of the corresponding CBS limits for nonequivalent orbitals is explained
by Table VI. For each atom, the left side of this table contains the following Hartree–Fock energies for the case of
equivalent orbitals: The cc-pVQZ energy, the CBS limit and,
in the third numerical column, the difference between them
共in millihartree兲. Adding this difference to the cc-pVQZ
Hartree–Fock energy for nonequivalent orbitals, listed in the
fourth numerical column, we obtained the estimate of the
HF-CBS limit for nonequivalent orbitals, which is listed in
the last column.

tained by omitting the 共−5兲 term and determining the two
constants using only X = 3 , 4, which is also in agreement with
the observations by others mentioned in Sec. IV A. 关It might
be mentioned in passing that omitting the 共−5兲 term, but
retaining X = 2 together with X = 3 , 4 and determining the two
constants by least-mean-squares fitting also worsens the CBS
extrapolation.兴
Accordingly we adopt here the following two standard
CBS extrapolation forms:
CBS-1A = Hartree – Fock by Eq. 共14兲, with X
= 2,3,4 . Correlation by Eq. 共15兲 without X−5,
using X = 3,4,

共16兲

CBS-1B = Exact Hartree – Fock CBS limit .
C. CBS extrapolation of the correlation energy

Correlation by Eq. 共15兲 without X−5,

The determination of the three constants in Eq. 共15兲 for
the correlation energy would require the use of X = 2 as well
as X = 3 , 4. But, as mentioned in Sec. IV A, the inclusion of
double- energies typically degrades the CBS extrapolation
of the correlation energy. Much better results are indeed ob-

using X = 3,4.

共17兲

If the energies for quintuple- bases 共X = 5兲 are also available, then application of the full Eq. 共15兲 may yield the best
results for the CBS extrapolation of FCI energies.
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TABLE V. Comparison of FCI and coupled-cluster energies for C2, N2, O2, F2. Total energies in hartree.
Deviations from CEEIS-FCI energies in parentheses in millihartree.
R

CEEIS-FCI
Expt.
CCSD关T兴
Expt.
CCSD共T兲
Expt.
CCSDT
Optimized
CCSD共TQ兲
Expt.
CCSDT共Q兲
Expt.
Experimental RCCa 共Å兲
Optimized RCCb 共Å兲

VDZ
C2 共 1⌺+g 兲
−75.728 55
−75.730 72共−2.17兲
−75.726 69共1.86兲
−75.726 49共2.06兲
−75.727 41共1.14兲
−75.727 65共0.90兲
1.242 44
1.270 7

VTZ

VQZ

−75.784 97
−75.787 43共−2.46兲
−75.783 07共1.90兲
−75.781 04共3.93兲
−75.783 37共1.60兲
−75.783 18共1.79兲
1.242 44
1.250 6

−75.802 80
−75.805 26共−2.46兲
−75.800 81共1.99兲
−75.798 39共4.41兲
−75.801 03共1.77兲
−75.800 64共2.16兲
1.242 44
1.245 5

N2 共 1⌺+g 兲
CEEIS-FCI
Expt.
CCSD关T兴
Expt.
CCSD共T兲
Expt.
CCSDT
Optimized
CCSD共TQ兲
Expt.
CCSDT共Q兲
Expt.
Experimental RNNc 共Å兲
Optimized RNNb 共Å兲

−109.276 98
−109.275 93共1.05兲
−109.275 25共1.73兲
−109.276 51共0.46兲
−109.276 18共0.80兲
−109.276 70共0.28兲
1.097 7
1.118 5

−109.375 30
−109.374 68共0.62兲
−109.373 84共1.46兲
−109.373 64共1.67兲
−109.374 25共1.05兲
−109.374 56共0.74兲
1.097 7
1.103 1

−109.405 73
−109.405 25共0.48兲
−109.404 37共1.36兲
−109.403 97共1.76兲
−109.404 75共0.98兲
−109.404 97共0.76兲
1.097 7
1.099 6

CEEIS-FCI
Expt.
CCSDT
Optimized
Experimental ROOc 共Å兲
Optimized ROOb 共Å兲

O2 共 3⌺−g 兲
−149.987 87
−149.986 02共1.85兲
1.207 52
1.215 9

−150.130 55
−150.128 99共1.56兲
1.207 52
1.211 7

−150.175 53
−150.173 81共1.72兲
1.207 52
1.207 4

−199.297 38
−199.296 81共0.57兲
−199.296 10共1.28兲
−199.296 10共1.28兲
−199.296 75共0.63兲
−199.297 16共0.22兲
1.411 93
1.415 4

−199.360 11
−199.359 71共0.40兲
−199.358 91共1.20兲
−199.358 84共1.27兲
−199.359 45共0.66兲
−199.359 87共0.24兲
1.411 93
1.412 4

F2 共 1⌺+g 兲
CEEIS-FCI
Expt.
CCSD关T兴
Expt.
CCSD共T兲
Expt.
CCSDT
Optimized
CCSD共TQ兲
Expt.
CCSDT共Q兲
Expt.
Experimental RFFc 共Å兲
Optimized RFFb 共Å兲

−199.099 35
−199.097 92共1.43兲
−199.097 48共1.87兲
−199.098 69共0.66兲
−199.098 80共0.55兲
−199.099 30共0.05兲
1.411 93
1.457 7

a

Reference 83.
Reference 29.
c
Reference 82.
b

D. CBS extrapolation of the total energy

ETOT共X兲 = ETOT共CBS兲 + A exp共− ␣X兲

共18兲

A number of authors have pragmatically applied extrapolation formulas to the total 共HF+ correlation兲
energies,66,67,69,70 typically using one of the formulas

ETOT共X兲 = ETOT共CBS兲 + B共X + b兲−␤ + C共X + c兲−␥ .

共19兲

TABLE VI. Deduction of atomic Hartree–Fock 共ROHF兲 energy CBS limits for nonequivalent orbitals from the
analogous limits for equivalent orbitals.
Equivalent orbitals

Nonequivalent orbitals

Atom

cc-pVQZa
共hartree兲

HF limitb
共hartree兲

Difference
共millihartree兲

cc-pVQZa
共hartree兲

HF limitc
共hartree兲

C 共 3 P兲
N 共 4S兲
O 共 3 P兲
F 共 2 P兲

−37.688 23
−54.400 18
−74.807 98
−99.406 98

−37.688 62
−54.400 94
−74.809 40
−99.409 35

−0.39
−0.76
−1.43
−2.37

−37.688 30
−54.400 18
−74.810 84
−99.408 95

−37.688 69
−54.400 94
−74.812 27
−99.411 32

a

ROHF energies calculated with cc-pVQZ basis sets, for equivalent and nonequivalent orbitals given in the
EMSL basis set library describing information 共Ref. 98兲.
b
Best estimates for ROHF-CBS limits in the literature 共Ref. 98–100兲 for equivalent orbitals.
c
Estimates for ROHF-CBS limit for nonequivalent orbitals, obtained by adding the preceding two columns.
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TABLE VII. Errors of various CBS-extrapolation procedures for the neon
atom 共in millihartree兲.
Extrapolation formula
共1兲
共2兲
共3兲
共4兲
共5兲

Energy errora

Total energies extrapolated using X = 2 , 3 , 4
Exp共−␣X兲
5.2
7.1
共X兲−3
共X + 0.5兲−3
−6.7
关共X + 0.5兲−3 and 共X + 0.5兲−5兴
−12.9
共X + 0.5兲−␣, ␣ = optimized
−16.8
Total energies extrapolated using X = 3 , 4

共6兲 共X + 0.5兲−3
共7兲 共X兲−3
共8兲 共X − 0.1兲−3
共9兲 共X − 0.2兲−3
共10兲 共X − 0.3兲−3
共11兲 共X + 0.5兲−4
Hartree–Fock and correlation energies
extrapolated separately using X = 2 , 3 , 4
共12兲 Exp共−␣X兲 and
关共X + 0.5兲−3 and 共X + 0.5兲−5兴

−10.8
−4.2
−2.9
−1.6
−0.3
2.1

errors, which cannot necessarily be relied upon in general.
By contrast, in entry 15, the HF energy is error-free and the
correlation error is only 0.6 millihartree. It follows that, in
entry 14, there is only a cancellation between
−0.6 millihartree in the HF energy and +0.6 millihartree in
the correlation energy.
We have made comparisons similar to Table VII for the
molecules and atoms that are the objects of the present investigation. They are exhibited in the Appendix and confirm
the aforementioned conclusions. Nonetheless, we shall occasionally also consider the results of extrapolations of the type
given in entries 10 and 11 of Table VII for the total energy.
They will be denoted as follows:
CBS-2 = Total energy extrapolated using
共X + 0.5兲−4 with X = 3,4,

共20兲

CBS-3 = Total energy extrapolated using
−7.7

Hartree–Fock energy extrapolated using X = 2 , 3 , 4
correlation energies extrapolated using X = 3 , 4
共13兲 Exp共−␣X兲 and 共X + 0.5兲−3
−4.7
共14兲 Exp共−␣X兲 and 共X兲−3
0.0
共15兲 HF-limitb and 共X兲−3
0.6
Target energyc
−128 869. 6
a

The value in entries 1–15 are the deviations from the target value listed in
the last line.
b
Taken from Ref. 99.
c
Nonrelativistic valence-only-correlated energy deduced from Chakravorty
and Davidson 共Ref. 101兲 and Klopper 共Ref. 17兲, as discussed in the text.

In order to examine the claim that the method of separate
extrapolations embodied in Eqs. 共14兲–共17兲 is a sounder approach, we tested a number of different extrapolations procedures on the neon atom, for which all pertaining data are
known very accurately. For the X = 2 , 3 , 4 cc-pVXZ bases,
the Hartree–Fock energies are given in Ref. 98 and the correlation energies are given in Ref. 49. The Hartree–FockCBS limit is very accurately given in Refs. 99 and 100.
Chakravorty, Davidson, and co-workers101–103 have determined the total nonrelativistic energy of neon to be
−128.9383 hartree, and Klopper17 has determined the correlations involving the core to be −68.65 millihartree. Subtraction of the latter from the former yields the very accurate
value of −128.8696 hartree for the nonrelativistic valenceonly-correlated energy of neon, which is the target of our
calculations.
The results of extrapolations by 15 different formulas are
listed in Table VII. The abbreviations for the formulas given
in the first column manifestly refer to Eqs. 共16兲–共19兲. It is
evident that the results in entries 14 and 15, which correspond to the procedures advocated in Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲 are
indeed superior to all others. It might appear that the extrapolation of the total energy in entry 10 is also good. Use of this
formula yields however an error of −3.75 millihartree for the
Hartree–Fock-CBS limit and an error of 3.45 millihartree for
the correlation CBS limit, so that the total value of
−0.3 millihartree is the result of a cancellation between large

共X − 0.3兲−3 with X = 3,4.

共21兲

V. COMPLETE BASIS LIMITS FOR THE
FULL-VALENCE CI ENERGIES OF C, N, O, F
AND C2, N2, O2, F2
A. Analysis of the molecular valence-correlation
energies

We begin by analyzing the CBS limits of the correlation
energies in terms of contributions from excitation levels in
order to gain a quantitative insight in the way in which the
various excitation levels participate in the total valence correlation.
The relevant results for the four molecules are summarized in Table VIII. For each molecule, the various rows list
the contributions from the various excitation levels and the
correlation totals. Columns 2–4 give the FCI energies for
cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets, the values for
the quadruple- bases being identical to those in Tables I–IV.
The last column lists the CBS limits obtained via the extrapolation method specified in Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲 for the
correlation energy.
For the C2 molecule, two sets of results are listed in
Table VIII, in accordance with the discussion in Sec. III A.
In the first set, the excitations are generated from the dominant single reference determinant, as was done in Table I. In
the second set, the excitations are generated from the sevendeterminant zeroth-order reference space identified in Sec.
III A. The correlation energy totals obtained along the two
avenues are manifestly the same, as they must be. The slight
differences between them are within the uncertainties predicted in Table I and could be readily reduced if desirable.
The two avenues differ significantly in the magnitudes of the
individual contributions of the higher excitation, i.e., for x
艌 4. These are much smaller for the calculations based on
the seven-determinant reference function and, in fact, more
similar to those in the other molecules. In this respect, this
choice of reference function is preferable. The corresponding
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TABLE VIII. Analysis of the valence-correlation energy contributions in C2, N2, O2, F2 for the cc-pVXZ basis
sets 共X = 2 , 3 , 4兲 and the complete basis set 共in millihartree兲.
Contribution

VDZ

VTZ

VQZ

CBSa

⌬EHF共1 , 2兲b
⌬E共3兲
⌬E共4兲
⌬E共5 , 6兲
⌬E共7 , 8兲
Total

C2 关single-determinant zeroth-order reference兴
273.87
306.97
317.99
21.41
24.80
25.48
39.06
43.34
44.84
7.15
8.23
8.54
0.16
0.19
0.20
341.65
383.53
397.02

326.03
25.98
45.93
8.77
0.21
406.86

⌬EHF共MCREF兲c
⌬EMCREF共1 , 2兲d
⌬E共3兲
⌬E共4兲
⌬E共5 , 6兲
⌬E共7 , 8兲
Total

C2 关seven-determinant zeroth-order reference兴
80.32
79.29
79.14
231.76
267.55
279.16
18.48
23.12
24.20
10.01
12.20
12.92
1.07
1.44
1.54
0.01
0.01
0.01
341.65
383.61
396.97

79.03
287.63
24.99
13.45
1.61
0.01
406.72

⌬EHF共1 , 2兲b
⌬E共3兲
⌬E共4兲
⌬E共5 , 6兲
⌬E共7 , 8兲
Total

N2 关single-determinant zeroth-order reference兴
287.45
344.98
364.76
10.86
16.01
16.95
22.35
27.70
29.65
2.14
3.07
3.22
0.04
0.06
0.07
322.84
391.83
414.65

379.19
17.64
31.07
3.33
0.08
431.30

O2 关two-determinant zeroth-order reference兴
37.51
36.44
36.39
317.85
403.85
432.96
14.90
22.91
25.30
8.78
13.41
15.29
0.75
1.35
1.58
0.01
0.02
0.02
379.80
477.98
511.54

36.35
454.20
27.04
16.66
1.75
0.02
536.03

F2 关single-determinant zeroth-order reference兴
376.31
488.40
528.27
7.95
14.84
16.70
27.74
38.91
43.29
1.65
3.15
3.53
0.03
0.04
0.05
413.68
545.34
591.84

557.36
18.06
46.49
3.81
0.06
625.77

⌬EHF共MCREF兲c
⌬EMCREF共1 , 2兲d
⌬E共3兲
⌬E共4兲
⌬E共5 , 6兲
⌬E共7 , 8兲
Total
⌬EHF共1 , 2兲b
⌬E共3兲
⌬E共4兲
⌬E共5 , 6兲
⌬E共7 , 8兲
Total

See Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲.
Energy of wave function including single+ double excitations minus energy of optimized single-determinant
HF energy, as defined in Eq. 共13兲.
c
Energy of SD-NO-based multiconfigurational reference function minus energy of optimized single determinant.
d
Energy of wave function including single+ double excitations minus energy of SD-NO-based multiconfigurational reference function.
a

b

calculations are no more difficult than those for the singledeterminant reference function.
For the three cases with single-determinant reference
functions 共the first C2 set, N2, F2兲, the contributions
⌬EHF共1 , 2兲 listed for the single+ double excitations represent
the differences from the Hartree–Fock energies, i.e., the optimized single-determinant energies 关see Eq. 共13兲兴, as was
done in Tables I–IV, so that the totals represent the conventional correlation energies. For the two cases with a multideterminant reference function 共the second C2 set and O2兲, the
contribution listed first, viz. ⌬EHF共MCREF兲, is the difference

between the energy of the multiconfigurational reference
function 共MCREF兲 and the optimized Hartree–Fock energy
of the dominant single determinant. The contribution listed
next, viz. ⌬EMCREF共1 , 2兲, is the difference between the wave
function including all single and double excitations with respect to the reference function and the energy of the reference function.
The data in Table VIII furthermore show the following.
共A兲 In confirmation of the statement at the end of Sec.
II A 1, the convergence in terms of successive excitation levels is rapid.
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共i兲 The excitations x = 1 + 2 contribute hundreds of millihartree to the correlation energy.
共ii兲 The excitations x = 3 + 4 contribute tens of millihartree to the correlation energy.
共iii兲 The excitations x = 5 + 6 contribute a few millihartree
to the correlation energy.
共iv兲 The excitations x = 7 + 8 contribute hundredths of
millihartree to the correlation energy, provided the multiconfigurtional reference for C2 is used.
共B兲 The contributions for x = 3 and for x = 4 are comparable in magnitude and both are always important. The contributions of the quadruples are larger than those of the
triples when the reference function is a singlet single determinant, but the converse is true for the other two cases. It
must therefore be concluded that any type of CI procedure
omitting triple excitations while including quadruple excitations is unsound.
共C兲 The singles+ doubles contributions approach the
CBS limit more slowly than those from the higher excitations.
共D兲 The correlation energy contributions from x = 2 increases with the number of valence electrons in the system,
whereas that is not so for the contributions from the higher
excitations. This is consistent with recent observations by the
present authors of a near linear increase of the correlation
energy with the number of valence electrons.104
We also observe that, in all cases, the same CBS total is
obtained regardless of whether one directly extrapolates the
totals or whether one extrapolates the contributions of each
excitation level separately and then adds these up.
As regards the comparison to previous work, we note
that the correlation energy results of N2 and F2 for the triple as well as the quadruple- bases are close to those from
CCSD共T兲 calculations, namely, −390.4 millihartree and
−544.1 millihartree, respectively.105 On the other hand, our
CBS correlation energies for these two molecules are considerably larger than those mentioned in Ref. 104, viz.,
−421.4 millihartree and −609.5 millihartree, which were
based on CCSD共T兲 extrapolations listed in Ref. 27. This may
be because the latter were obtained by an exponential rather
than a X−3 CBS extrapolation 共see Sec. IV兲.
B. Total atomic and molecular energies

For the atoms C, N, O, F, the full CI energies of the
ground states were obtained as follows. For carbon and nitrogen, we calculated the FCI energies directly for the VDZ,
VTZ, and VQZ basis sets. In the case of oxygen, we took the
FCI/ROHF values for the VDZ and VQZ basis sets from the
Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory 共EMSL兲
basis set library information.98 Since the oxygen value for
the VTZ basis is not reported in the EMSL library, we calculated its FCI/ROHF energy directly. For fluorine, the energy values for all three basis sets 共X = 2 , 3 , 4兲 were taken
from the EMSL basis set Library. These energies have been
obtained from CCSDT/unrestricted Hartree–Fock 共UHF兲 calculations. We found all of them to be within 0.1 millihartree
of the FCI energies that we determined with the CEEIS
method. For example, the fluorine CEEIS-FCI energy for the

VQZ basis is −99.650 48 hartree, whereas the EMSL library
information lists −99.650 45 hartree. The atomic correlation
energies were calculated as differences between the FCI energies and the Hartree–Fock energies.
The final results of our calculations for the molecules C2,
N2, O2, F2 as well as for the constituent atoms C, N, O, F are
collected in Table IX. It exhibits the Hartree–Fock, valencecorrelation, and total energies for the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ,
cc-pVQZ basis sets in the columns 2, 3, and 4. The fifth and
sixth columns of Table IX list the CBS limits, obtained with
the extrapolation methods CBS-1A of Eq. 共16兲 and CBS-1B
of Eq. 共17兲. The molecular correlation energies are identical
with the total correlation energies we had analyzed in Table
VIII.
Most of the accurate literature values for the HF-CBS
limits are slightly higher than our 共VDZ-VTZ-VQZ-based兲
HF-CBS estimates: by 0.55 millihartree for C, by
0.54 millihartree for N, by 0.66 millihartree for O, by
0.69 millihartree for F, by 1.02 millihartree for C2, by
0.08 millihartree for F2. On the other hand, our estimate is
higher by 0.08 millihartree for N2 and by 0.82 millihartree
for O2.
VI. RELATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL DATA
AND CALCULATED ENERGY VALUES
A. Experimental values

The experimental information to which our theoretical
results have to be related are the atomic energies Eex共atom兲
and the binding energies Eex共bond兲 of the corresponding
homonuclear diatomic molecules. The former are obtained as
the sums of the atomic ionization energies given in the tables
of Moore106 and of Kelly.107 For the binding energies, we
used the optimized values recently established by Ruscic et
al. in the Active Thermochemical Data Project.108,109 From
these experimental data, one obtains the experimental molecular energies
Eex共mol兲 = 2Eex共atom兲 + Eex共bond兲,

共22兲

where all quantities are taken to be negative. For each system, the values of these three energies for the various systems are listed in Table X in the four rows labeled “experimental.”
These energies contain however a number of small additional effects, which have to be accounted for in the intended comparison with our computations.
B. Zero-point vibrations

First, the experimental binding energies are measured
with respect to the lowest molecular vibrational level. The
electronic binding energy is therefore
Eel共bond兲 = Eex共bond兲 − Ezpvb共bond兲.

共23兲

We obtained the zero-point-vibrational energies Ezpvb共bond兲
from the tables of Huber and Herzberg,82 which are also
quoted by Ruscic et al.108,109 The values for the four atoms
and their diatomic molecules are listed in Table X in the four
rows labeled “vibration-rotation.”
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TABLE IX. Summary of energies calculated for C, N, O, F and C2, N2, O2, F2 共in hartree兲.
CBS-1Aa

CBS-1Bb,c

−75.386 90
−0.341 65
−75.728 55

C2 molecule 共 1⌺+g 兲
−75.401 45
−75.405 77
−0.383 53
−0.397 02
−75.784 97
−75.802 80

−75.407 59
−0.406 86
−75.814 45

−75.406 57
−0.406 86
−75.813 43

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

−37.682 42
−0.078 36
−37.760 78

C atom 共 3P兲
−37.686 71
−37.688 30
−0.094 57
−0.098 76
−37.781 28
−37.787 05

−37.689 24
−0.101 82
−37.791 06

−37.688 69
−0.101 82
−37.790 51

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

−108.954 13
−0.322 84
−109.276 98

N2 molecule 共 1⌺+g 兲
−108.983 47
−108.991 08
−0.391 83
−0.414 65
−109.375 30
−109.405 73

−108.993 75
−0.431 3
−109.425 05

−108.993 83
−0.431 3
−109.425 13

−54.388 41
−0.090 28
−54.478 70

N atom 共 4S兲
−54.397 36
−54.400 18
−0.117 64
−0.124 96
−54.515 00
−54.525 14

−54.401 48
−0.130 3
−54.531 78

−54.400 94
−0.130 3
−54.531 24

−149.608 08
−0.379 80
−149.987 87

O2 molecule 共 3⌺−g 兲
−149.652 57
−149.663 99
−0.477 98
−0.511 54
−150.130 55
−150.175 53

−149.667 93
−0.536 03
−150.203 96

−149.668 75
−0.536 03
−150.204 78

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

−74.787 51
−0.122 55
−74.910 06

O atom 共 3P兲
−74.805 64
−74.810 84
−0.168 59
−0.182 97
−74.974 24
−74.993 81

−74.812 93
−0.193 46
−75.006 39

−74.812 27
−0.193 46
−75.005 73

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

−198.685 67
−0.413 68
−199.099 35

F2 molecule 共 1⌺+g 兲
−198.752 04
−198.768 27
−0.545 34
−0.591 84
−199.297 38
−199.360 11

−198.773 52
−0.625 77
−199.399 29

−198.773 44
−0.625 77
−199.399 21

−99.371 86
−0.155 79
−99.527 65

F atom 共 2P兲
−99.400 93
−99.408 95
−0.219 61
−0.241 50
−99.620 54
−99.650 45

−99.412 01
−0.257 47
−99.669 48

−99.411 32
−0.257 47
−99.668 79

Energy type

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

Hartree–Fock
Valence correlation
Total

VDZ

VTZ

VQZ

See Eq. 共16兲.
See Eq. 共17兲.
The exact ROHF-CBS limits are taken from Refs. 98–100 and adjusted to correspond to nonequivalent orbitals
as discussed in Sec. IV B, Table VI.

a

b
c

C. Relativistic effects

Next, the atomic as well as the molecular energies in
Eqs. 共22兲 contain relativistic effects, whereas our calculations do not. These energy contributions are commonly expressed as the sum of spin-orbit coupling energies and scalarrelativistic energies. For the systems at hand, only the atoms
F, O, and C contain spin-orbit couplings since, in N and in
the four molecules, either the spin or the orbital angular momentum vanishes. We took these three nonzero spin-orbitcoupling energies from the work of Feller and Sordo29 and
they are listed in Table X in the four rows labeled “spin-orbit
coupling.”
Feller and Sordo29 also gave the scalar-relativistic contributions to the energy differences E共bond兲 = 关E共mol兲
− 2E共at兲兴, and we used these values for the binding energies.
From them, we deduced the scalar-relativistic energies for
the separate atoms and molecules as follows. For atoms, ex-

cellent theoretical nonrelativistic total energies have been
given by Chakravorty, Davidson et al.101–103 and, by subtracting these from the above-mentioned experimental atom
energies 共obtained from the atomic ionization tables106,107兲,
we deduced the atomic relativistic energies. Further subtraction of the spin-orbit coupling energies, where nonzero,
yielded then the atomic scalar-relativistic energies. Adding to
them the aforementioned scalar-relativistic energy differences of Feller and Sordo,29 we then found the scalarrelativistic energies of the molecules. All scalar-relativistic
contributions are listed in Table X in the four rows labeled
“scalar relativistic.”
D. Electron correlations involving the core

Finally, the energies in Eqs. 共22兲 also contain the correlation effects between the core electrons and between the
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TABLE X. Relations between experimental and nonrelativistic valence-correlated energies of the ground states
of C, N, O, F and C2, N2, O2, F2 共in millihartree兲.

Experimentala
Vibration-rotationb
Scalar relativisticc
Spin-orbit couplingc
Core correlationsd
Nonrelativistic valence-correlatede

C2
−75 935.3
4.2
−13.0
0.0
−112.4
−75 814.1

C
−37 851.8
0.0
−6.65
−0.15
−55.0
−37 790.0

2C \ C2
−231.7± 0.8
4.2
0.3
0.3
−2.4
−234.1

Experimentala
Vibration-rotationb
Scalar relativisticc
Spin-orbit couplingd
Core correlationsd
Nonrelativistic valence-correlatede

N2
−109 578.5
5.4
−41.2
0.0
−119.0
−109 423.7

N
−54 610.0
0.0
−20.7
0.0
−58.8
−54 530.5

2N \ N2
−358.5± 共⬍0.1兲
5.4
0.2
0.0
−1.4
−362.7

Experimentala
Vibration-rotationb
Scalar relativisticc
Spin-orbit couplingc
Core correlationsd
Nonrelativistic valence-correlatede

O2
−150 400.2
3.6
−76.4
0.0
−124.9
−150 202.5

O
−75 106.1
0.0
−38.35
−0.35
−62.1
−75 005.3

2O \ O2
−188.0± 共⬍0.1兲
3.6
0.3
0.7
−0.7
−191.9

Experimentala
Vibration-rotationb
Scalar relativisticc
Spin-orbit couplingc
Core correlationsd
Nonrelativistic valence-correlatede

F2
−199 670.1
2.1
−141.8
0.0
−130.8
−199 399.6

F
−99 805.6
0.0
−70.9
−0.6
−65.4
−99 668.7

2F \ F2
−58.9± 0.2
2.1
0.0
1.2
0.0
−62.2

a

The molecular energy is that in the lowest vibrational level. See Secs. VI A and VI B.
See Sec. VI B.
See Sec. VI C.
d
See Sec. VI D.
e
See Sec. VI E.
b
c

core and the valence electrons, which are omitted in our
calculations listed in Table IX. Fortunately, these additional
correlation energy corrections have also been determined by
previous authors. They are summarized in Table XI.
For the atoms, Noga et al.18 as well as Gdanitz19,20 have
made calculations of very high accuracy, which agree quite

closely with each other. Gdanitz’ values,20 which are obtained with the r12-MR-ACPF method 共r12 added to a multireference averaged-coupled-pair-functional110兲, appear to be
slightly more accurate. We chose however the values of
Noga et al.,18 which are obtained using the CCSD共T兲-R12
method, because the available molecular values are also

TABLE XI. Correlation energy contributions involving the cores 共millihartree兲.
C, C2
Atoma
Molecule
Binding
Peterson et al.d 共best estimate兲
Boese et al.e 共best estimate兲

N, N2

Values used in the present study
−55.04
−58.78
−112.37b
−118.98c
−2.29
−1.42
Other literature values for the binding energy
−2.39
−1.43
¯
−1.26

O, O2

F, F2

−62.14
−124.92b
−0.64

−65.44
−130.75c
0.13

−0.48
−0.37

0.16
0.16

Values obtained by Noga et al. 共Ref. 18兲 at the CCSD共T兲-R12 level of theory.
Deduced by the present authors, as discussed in Sec. VI D, from the values given by Noga et al. 共Ref. 18兲 and
Klopper 共Ref. 17兲 for N2, F2, C, N, O, and F, using CCSD共T兲-R12 calculations 共see Sec. IV B 2 for more
details兲.
c
Molecular values obtained by Klopper 共Ref. 17兲 using the CCSD共T兲-R12 level of theory.
d
See Ref. 56.
e
See Ref. 44.
a

b
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TABLE XII. Errors 共in millihartree兲 of the atomic, molecular, and binding energies for the CEEIS-FCI calculations and the corresponding CBS limits with respect to the nonrelativistic valence-corrected energies derived
from experiment in Table X.
CEEIS-FCI calculations

CBS extrapolations

System

VDZ

VTZ

VQZ

1Aa

1Bb

2c

3d

C
C2
2C → C2

29.2
85.6
27.2

8.7
29.1
11.7

3.0
11.3
5.4

−1.1
−0.4
1.8

−0.6
0.6
1.8

−0.4
1.0
1.8

−0.7
−0.1
1.3

N
N2
2N → N2

51.8
146.7
43.1

15.5
48.4
17.4

5.4
18.0
7.3

−1.3
−1.4
1.2

−0.7
−1.4
0.0

−0.5
0.4
1.4

−1.1
−1.4
0.8

O
O2
2O → O2

95.3
214.6
24.1

31.1
72.0
9.9

11.5
27.0
4.0

−1.1
−1.5
0.7

−0.5
−2.3
−1.3

0.2
1.0
0.6

−1.0
−1.6
0.4

F
F2
2F → F2

141.1
300.3
18.2

48.2
102.2
5.9

18.3
39.5
3.0

−0.8
0.3
1.9

−0.1
0.4
0.6

1.0
3.3
1.3

−0.8
−0.4
1.2

CBS-1A extrapolation: see Eq. 共16兲.
CBS-1B extrapolation: see Eq. 共17兲.
c
CBS-2 extrapolation: see Eq. 共20兲
d
CBS-3 extrapolation: see Eq. 共21兲
a

b

computed by this approach. These atomic values are listed in
the first row of Table XI.
For the molecules N2 and F2, Klopper17 as well as Noga
et al.18 have determined very accurate values, the former
using the CCSD共T兲-R12B method, the latter with the
CCSD关T兴-R12 method, in both cases using very large
共spdfgh兲 basis sets. Their values agree very closely. Since
calculations of similar accuracy are not available for the molecules C2 and O2, we estimated the correlation involving the
core here as follows. Assuming that the environment surrounding the 1s core orbitals changes little when the atoms
combine to form a molecule, we conjectured a linear relation
between the free atoms and the corresponding homonuclear
diatomic molecules for the correlation energy changes when
going from one atom to the next. Thus, we interpolated the
core correlation energies for C2 and O2 with the formula
Ecc共C2 or O2兲 = Ecc共N2兲 + 关Ecc共C or O兲 − Ecc共N兲兴
⫻关Ecc共F2兲 − Ecc共N2兲兴/关Ecc共F兲 − Ecc共N兲兴,
where Ecc共X兲 denotes the correlation energy involving the
core of system X. The core correlation energies of the molecules are listed in the second row of Table XI. Subtraction
of the first row, multiplied by 2, from the second row yields
the core correlation contributions to the binding energies in
the third row of Table XI.
The second section of Table XI contains core correlation
values for the binding energies that were obtained earlier by
Dunning and co-workers56 and by Boese et al.44 For N2 and
F2, they exhibit satisfactory agreement with the values of the
third row. For C2 and O2, the equally good agreement with
the third row implies that our interpolated values are reasonable.

The core correlation energy values of the first section of
Table XI are also entered in Table X in the four rows labeled
“core correlation.”
E. The nonrelativistic valence-correlated energy

The “total” energies calculated in Sec. III and listed in
Table IX are the total electronic energies exclusive of the
correlations involving the core and exclusive of the relativistic effect. We call it the nonrelativistic valence-correlated
energy E共nr, vcrl兲. According to the preceding discussion,
each of the three experimental energies that occur in Eq. 共22兲
can then be expressed as follows:
Eex = E共nr,vcrl兲 + E共core corrl兲 + E共spin-orbit兲
+ E共scalar corrl兲 + E共zero-point vibr兲,

共24兲

if the value zero is assigned to appropriate contributions.
Conversely, experiment-based values for the E共nr, vcrl兲 can
be deduced from Eq. 共24兲 by subtracting the four corrections
on the right-hand side from Eex. These values are listed in
Table X in the four rows labeled “nonrelativistic valence
correlated” and they are thus the values with which our theoretical results ought to be compared.
VII. COMPARISON OF CEEIS-FCI-CBS ENERGIES
WITH EXPERIMENT
A. CEEIS-FCI-CBS predictions for atoms, molecules,
and binding energies

How close do our calculated nonrelativistic valencecorrelated energies E共nr, vcrl兲 come to those deduced in
Table X from experiment? An overview of the relevant errors
is given in Table XII. The columns list the CEEIS-FCI en-
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ergy errors for the three kinds of basis sets as well as for the
CBS limits obtained with the four CBS extrapolations formulated in Sec. IV above by Eqs. 共16兲, 共17兲, 共20兲, and 共21兲.
The binding energies are obtained by subtracting the extrapolated reactant and product values.
It is apparent that, for the calculated X = 2 , 3 , 4 FCI energies, the errors in the individual systems are considerably
larger than the errors in the binding energies, implying that
some cancellation of errors is taking place in forming the
differences. Nonetheless, even for the largest basis sets 共ccpVQZ兲, chemical accuracy cannot be achieved in any of
these systems without extrapolation, even for the binding
energies. The CBS extrapolations lead to substantial improvement in the predictions and there remain only slight
differences between the magnitudes of the errors of the individual systems and those of the binding energies.
There are only three errors in the table that fall slightly
outside the chemical accuracy criterion of 1 kcal/ mol
⬇ 1.6 millihartree. The first is the binding energy of C2
共1.8 millihartree兲. As regards this system, we note that
Ruscic108 give an uncertainty of 0.8 millihartree for their
best-estimated experimental value 共see Table X, line 1兲, and
that the two most recently reported experimental values108,111
for this binding energy differ in fact by 0.5 millihartree.
Thus, we may still claim “chemical accuracy within the experimental error bars.” The second error in excess of
1 millihartree is the binding energy of F2 共1.9 millihartree兲
for method 1A. But, for the better method 1B it is only
0.6 millihartree. The third error larger than 1.6 millihartree is
the energy of the oxygen molecule 共−2.3 millihartree兲 for
method 1B. Since this molecule has a triplet ground state, it
is possible that, here, our neglect of the X−5 term in the CBS
extrapolation of Eq. 共15兲 causes a larger error than in the
other molecules, which have singlet ground states 共see Ref.
17兲. Also, the possibility of a slight error in the corrections
applied in Table X for O2 cannot be entirely excluded.
Overall, the method CBS-1B, defined by Eq. (17), appears to be the best of the four extrapolation choices, as in
fact it should be, and it is therefore printed in bold face.
Moreover, it allows for separate treatments of the Hartree–
Fock and the correlation parts. The only exception is the O2
molecule for the reason discussed above. It may also be
noted that the errors of all calculated VXZ energies decrease
by a factor of about 3 in going from one VXZ basis to the
corresponding V共X + 1兲Z basis. One might therefore surmise
a further decrease by a factor of 3 in the errors of the CBS
limits when quintuple- basis sets are taken into account in
the FCI calculations, which would bring all of them below
1 millihartree. In this case, it would also be possible to use
the CBS extrapolation formula 共15兲, including X−5 as well as
X−3 terms.
It should be appreciated that the explicit full CI calculations for the quadruple- bases would have required the capability of handling 3.6⫻ 1012, 1.6⫻ 1015, 1.7⫻ 1017, and
3.7⫻ 1019 determinants for C2, N2, O2, and F2, respectively,
computational tasks that lie beyond the reach of current direct full CI programs by a wide margin. The CEEIS method
of determining full CI energies has therefore been essential
in achieving the accuracy documented in Table XII.

J. Chem. Phys. 122, 154110 共2005兲

B. Comparison with other methods

In Table XIII we compare our CBS limits with the best
recent calculations by other sophisticated methods. For each
system, the first entry lists the nonrelativistic valencecorrelated energy deduced in Table X from experiment. The
next four rows list the deviations from these experimentdeduced target values for our four CBS extrapolations from
Table XII. The remaining rows list the analogous deviations
for the following investigations.
共1兲 CCSD共T兲/CBS and internally contracted multireference configuration 共ICMRCI兲 + Q / CBS calculations by
Peterson, Wilson, Woon, and Dunning,56
共2兲 CCSD共T兲-R12 and CCSD关T兴-R12 calculations by
Klopper17 and by Noga, Valiron, and Klopper.18
共3兲 R12-MR-ACPF calculations by Gdanitz.20,21
It is apparent that only the R12-based methods approach
the target energies uniformly as closely as the CEEIS-FCICBS method. So far however, complete R12-based results
are only available for N2 and F2 viz., those by Klopper and
Noga et al. The error of 2.6 millihartree obtained by
CCSD共T兲-R12B for F2 is surprisingly large. In the case of
Gdanitz’ R12-MR-ACPF method, all atomic energies calculated in Ref. 20 are excellent, but the atomic and molecular
energies obtained in Ref. 21 for N2 are both in error by
5 millihartree, so that the excellent binding energy appears to
result from the cancellation of quite large errors
共5 millihartree兲. The methods that do not include R12 terms,
viz. the coupled-cluster as well as the multi-reference-CI
methods, yield larger errors.
In Table XIV we compare the binding energy errors predicted by the CEEIS-FCI-CBS approach with those obtained
by a number of commonly used methods that include no R12
terms. Not listed are any of the less accurate methods involving only double excitations 共such as MP2 and CCSD兲.
The first four entries list the binding energy errors of the
present work found in Table XI. The fifth entry is another
extrapolation of our cc-pVXZ data using the total energies,
which is elaborated in more detail as entry No. 3 in Table XV
to be discussed below in the Appendix. Although it yields
good binding energies, Table XV shows that it does quite
poorly for the individual systems.
Entries 6 and 7 list variational ICMRCI calculations. In
the case of entry 7, they are complemented by the multireference analog of the Davidson correction Q.112 Entries 8, 9,
10 are coupled-cluster calculations including triple excitations. The extrapolation procedures used in entries 6, 7, 8
differ from those used in entries 9, 10 as indicated in the
table. In all of them the total energies are extrapolated. The
basis set ranges used in the extrapolation procedures are
given by the X values in the second column. It is apparent
from these X ranges that, in all of these calculations (entries
6 to 10), the basis sets are considerably larger than the
quadruple- basis sets used in the present work (entries
1–5): They are up to quintuple- bases in entries 6,7, up to
sextuple- bases in entry 8, and up to augmented septuple-
bases in entries 9, 10.
Notwithstanding this use of larger basis sets, the methods in entries 6–10 perform worse than the CEEIS-FCI
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TABLE XIII. Errors of accurate theoretical methods for calculating the
nonrelativistic valence-correlated energies of C2, N2, O2, F2 共in millihartree兲.

Deduced from experimenta
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Ab
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Bd
CEEIS-FCI CBS-2e
CEEIS-FCI CBS-3f
CCSD共T兲 + CBSg
ICMRCI+ Q + CBSh
R12-MR-ACPFi

C2
−75 814.1
−0.4
0.6
1.0
−0.1
5.5
5.1
¯

C
−37 790.0
−1.1
−0.6
−0.4
−0.7
1.4
0.3
0.0

2C \ C2
−234.1
1.8关1.3兴c
1.8关1.3兴c
1.8关1.3兴c
1.3关0.8兴c
2.7关2.2兴c
4.5关4.0兴c
¯

Deduced from experimenta
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Ab
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Bd
CEEIS-FCI CBS-2e
CEEIS-FCI CBS-3f
CCSD共T兲 + CBSg
ICMRCI+ Q + CBSh
R12-MR-ACPFi
R12-MR-ACPFj
CCSD共T兲-R12Bk
CCSD关T兴-R12l

N2
−109 423.7
−1.4
−1.4
0.4
−1.4
5.0
6.2
¯
5.0
2.2
1.3

N
−54 530.5
−1.3
−0.7
−0.5
−1.1
1.9
2.1
0.2
2.5
¯
0.7

2N \ N2
−362.7
1.2
0.0
1.4
0.8
1.2
2.0
¯
0.0
¯
0.1

Deduced from experimenta
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Ab
CEEIS-FCI CBS-1Bd
CEEIS-FCI CBS-2e
CEEIS-FCI CBS-3f
CCSD共T兲 + CBSg
ICMRCI+ Q + CBSh
R12-MR-ACPFi

O2
−150 202.5
−1.5
−2.3
1.0
−1.6
7.5
11.8
¯

O
−75 005.3
−1.1
−0.5
0.2
−1.0
2.8
4.9
0.7

2O \ O2
−191.9
0.7
−1.3
0.6
0.4
1.9
2.0
¯

Deduced from experimenta
CEEIS-FCI+ CBS-1Ab
CEEIS-FCI+ CBS-1Bd
CEEIS-FCI+ CBS-2e
CEEIS-FCI CBS-3f
CCSD共T兲 + CBSg
ICMRCI+ Q + CBSh
R12-MR-ACPFi
CCSD共T兲-R12Bk
CCSD关T兴-R12l

F2
−199 399.6
0.3
0.4
3.3
−0.4
8.6
17.6
¯
2.6
1.7

F
−99 668.7
−0.8
−0.1
1.0
−0.8
3.5
7.2
0.8
¯
0.8

2F \ F2
−62.2
1.9
0.6
1.3
1.2
1.6
3.2
¯
¯
0.1

a

Total nonrelativistic valence-correlated energy from Table X. For the theoretical entries, the differences 关共predicted value兲 minus 共experimentally deduced target value兲兴 are listed.
b
CBS-1A extrapolation defined by Eq. 共16兲.
c
The error in the square bracket corresponds to the comparison with the
experimental binding energy value reported by Urdahl et al. 共Ref. 111兲.
d
CBS-1B extrapolation defined by Eq. 共17兲.
e
CBS-2 extrapolation defined by Eq. 共20兲.
f
CBS-3 extrapolation defined by Eq. 共21兲.
g
CCSD共T兲 + CBS estimate by Dunning and co-workers 共Ref. 56兲.
h
ICMRCI+ Q + CBS estimate by Dunning and co-workers 共Ref. 56兲.
i
R12-ACPF: The results for atoms are taken from Gdanitz 共Ref. 20兲.
j
R12-MR-ACPF: The values for the N2 molecule and for the binding energy
are taken from Gdanitz in Ref. 21. We have deduced the value for the N
atom by subtraction.
k
CCSD共T兲-R12B value of Klopper 共Ref. 17兲.
l
CCSD关T兴-R12 values of Noga et al. 共Ref. 18兲 obtained with very large basis
set 共spdfgh兲 for molecules. For atoms the data corresponds to CCSD共T兲R12 level of theory 共Ref. 18兲.

method in rows 1–5, which uses only quadruple- bases. The
reason must be that certain relevant configurations, which are
taken into account in the latter, are missing in the former.
The most rigorous CCSDT method yields the worst results.
In recent years, the quantum Monte Carlo 共QMC兲
approach113–118 has received attention. Some results reflecting the performance of these methods are therefore included
in Table XIV. The results of fixed-node diffusion quantum
Monte Carlo 共FN-DQMC兲 calculations by Lüchow and
Fink,115 listed in entry 11, yield errors of about 9 millihartree
for the binding energy. The Ornstein–Uhlenbeck-type diffusion quantum Monte Carlo calculations by Lu,116 listed as
entry 12, yield binding energies within chemical accuracy,
but the paper does not give any information regarding the
energies of the atoms and molecules.
Tables XIII and XIV suggest that the CEEIS-FCI-CBS
approach compares favorably with other high-accuracy ab
initio methods in recovering the energies of C, N, O, F atoms
and C2, N2, O2, F2 molecules and their binding energies.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Full CI energies of the molecules C2, N2, O2, F2, and of
their constituent atoms were closely approximated, within
the context of Dunning’s correlation-consistent double-,
triple- and quadruple- basis sets, by the method of correlation energy extrapolation by intrinsic scaling 共CEEIS兲.49,50
These accurate extrapolations to the optimal energies in very
large full CI spaces are obtained from sequences of CI calculations of much smaller dimensions, and increasing the
latter will yield increasingly more precise extrapolations.
Here, we have pushed the method to approximate the variational full CI energies within about 0.3 millihartree, an accuracy usually not achieved by coupled-cluster methods. Also,
in contrast to most coupled cluster methods, the CEEIS
method was found to work for reference wave functions of
the multiconfiguration type equally well as of the singledeterminant type.
The CEEIS-FCI method also provided an accurate elucidating account of the relative contributions to the correlation energy that are due to the different levels of excitation
with respect to the zeroth-order reference wave function.
The FCI energies were then extrapolated to their CBS
limits. For N2 and F2, the results agree within 1 millihartree
with the energies obtained by wave functions including r12
terms. For C2 and O2, such wave functions are not yet available and the present results appear to be the best existent to
date. The binding energies obtained by the present work
agree with the corresponding experimental values within the
chemical accuracy criterion of 1 kcal/ mol.
It appears justified to expect the CEEIS-FCI-CBS approach to yield accurate energies, for individual systems as
well as reaction energies, with a computational effort that is
sufficiently smaller than that of standard full CI methods, so
that these energies become accessible in cases where that has
not heretofore been possible 共e.g., for F2 with 1019 determinants in the full quadruple- CI space兲.
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TABLE XIV. Absolute values of errors 共in millihartree兲 of various theoretical methods in calculating the
binding energies of C2, N2, O2, F2.
X range
共1兲
(2)
共3兲
共4兲
共5兲

C2

N2

O2

CEEIS–FCI method–cc-pVXZ basis–CBS extrapolations as indicated
2–4
1.8
1.2
0.7
2–4
1.8
0.0
1.3
3–4
1.8
1.4
0.6
3–4
1.3
0.8
0.4
2–4
1.6
0.8
0.4

CBS-1Aa
CBS-1Bb
CBS-2c
CBS-3d
CBS-4e

cc-pCVXZ Basis–Exponential CBS extrapolation 关Eq. 共18兲兴f
2–5
2.1
0.5
4.9
2–5
4.5
1.9
1.9
2–6
2.7
1.1
1.8

共6兲 IC-MRCI
共7兲 IC-MRCI+ Q
共8兲 CCSD共T兲

aug-cc-pVXZ Basis–Mixed exponential/Gaussian CBS extrapolationg
5–7
2.9
0.8
1.3
5–7
6.1
1.8
1.9

共9兲 CCSD共T兲
共10兲 CCSDT

¯
¯

共11兲 FN-DQMCh
共12兲 OUDQMCi

Quantum Monte Carlo method
8.6共±1.6兲
8.8共±1.6兲
¯
1.3共±0.5兲

¯
¯

F2

1.9
0.6
1.3
1.2
0.4

7.0
3.0
1.4

0.6
1.1
¯
0.0共±0.5兲

See Eq. 共16兲.
See Eq. 共17兲.
c
See Eq. 共20兲.
d
See Eq. 共21兲.
e
CBS extrapolation of total energies by Eq. 共19兲 with b = 0.5, ␤ = 3, C = 0 using X⫽2, 3, 4/LMSQ.
f
Peterson et al. 共Ref. 56兲.
g
Feller and Sordo 共Ref. 29兲.
h
Fixed-node diffusion quantum Monte Carlo method by Lüchow and Fink 共Ref. 115兲.
i
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck diffusion quantum Monte Carlo method by Lu 共Ref. 116兲.
a

b

TABLE XV. Energy errorsa 共millihartree兲 of various FCI-CBS-extrapolations applied to X = 2 , 3 , 4 for C, N, O, F and C2, N2, O2, and F2.
C2

C

2C → C2

3.0
2.4
−3.8
−5.0

0.7
−0.5
−2.7
−1.9

1.6
3.3
1.6
−1.2

−5.7

−1.6

−2.5

共6兲 共X + 0.5兲−3
共7兲 共X兲−3
共8兲 共X − 0.1兲−3
共9兲 共X − 0.2兲−3
共10兲 共X − 0.3兲−3
共11兲 共X + 0.5兲−4

−4.6
−1.8
−1.2
−0.6
−0.1
1.0

−2.2
−1.3
−1.1
−0.9
−0.7
−0.4

−0.2
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.7

共12兲 exp共−␣X兲
and 关共X + 0.5兲−3
and 共X + 0.5兲−5兴

−3.0

Formula
exp共−␣X兲
共X兲−3
共X + 0.5兲−3
关共X + 0.5兲−3 and
共X + 0.5兲−5兴
共5兲 共X + 0.5兲−␣,
␣ = optimized

共1兲
共2兲
共3兲
共4兲

共13兲 exp共−␣X兲
and 共X + 0.5兲−3
共14兲 exp共−␣X兲 and 共X兲−3
共15兲 HF-limit and 共X兲−3
a

O

2O → O2

F2

F

2F → F2

extrapolated using X = 2 , 3 , 4
1.4
1.4
6.3
−0.7
3.8
4.5
−4.6
0.8
−11.2
−3.1
−3.1
−14.0

2.9
1.2
−5.8
−6.0

0.5
2.1
0.4
−2.0

10.4
8.4
−13.4
−17.7

4.1
3.8
−6.5
−9.3

2.3
0.8
−0.5
0.9

−2.5

−15.7

−6.0

−3.8

−20.2

−11.1

2.1

Total energies extrapolated using X = 3 , 4
−9.1
−3.6
−1.8
−13.0
−4.2
−2.0
−0.2
−5.9
−3.3
−1.7
0.1
−4.4
−2.3
−1.4
0.5
−3.0
−1.4
−1.1
0.8
−1.6
0.4
−0.5
1.4
1.0

−5.9
−2.8
−2.2
−1.6
−1.0
0.2

−1.2
−0.3
−0.1
0.1
0.3
0.6

−16.3
−6.3
−4.3
−2.3
−0.4
3.3

−8.3
−3.6
−2.6
−1.7
−0.8
1.0

0.4
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3

Hartree–Fock and correlation energies extrapolated separately using X = 2 , 3 , 4
−1.3
−0.4
−6.1
−1.9
−2.3
−8.9
−3.6
−1.7

−10.9

−5.7

0.6

Hartree–Fock energy extrapolated using X = 2 , 3 , 4; correlation energies extrapolated using X = 3 , 4
−2.6
−1.7
0.9
−5.0
−2.4
−0.1
−6.8
−3.4
−0.1
−7.1

−4.3

1.4

−0.8
−0.1

1.8
0.6

−0.4
0.6

−1.0
−0.6

1.7
1.8

N2

Total energies
4.3
2.3
−8.4
−9.4
−10.1

−1.4
−1.4

N

−1.3
−0.7

2N → N2

−5.0

1.2
0.0

O2

−1.5
−2.3

−1.1
−0.5

0.7
−1.3

0.3
0.4

Listed are the deviations from the nonrelativistic valence-correlated target energy values in Table XIII.
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Various extensions of the CEEIS method are of interest.
The inclusion of quintuple- bases can be expected to lower
the CBS error reliably below 0.5 millihartree and it will also
permit an assessment of the effectiveness of the 共−5兲 term in
the CBS extrapolation of the correlation energy. Next, the
CEEIS method will presumably prove useful for calculating
the correlations involving the core. Recent calculations have
furthermore shown that the CEEIS method is capable of
yielding accurate potential energy curves.119 Finally, the use
of appropriately localized orbitals120 is likely to facilitate applications to larger molecules.121–135
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON OF CBS
EXTRAPOLATIONS FOR THE MOLECULES

In Table XV, we examine how the 15 extrapolation
schemes, which had been considered for neon in Table VII of
Sec. IV D, perform for the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and
fluorine atoms and molecules. The table is organized similarly to Table VII. The comparison of the results in the various entries is seen to confirm the same general conclusions
that had been reached in Sec. IV D. An exception is the
formula of entry 11, which seems to perform better in these
systems than it did for neon, and which is the reason for
including it as Eq. 共20兲 in Sec. IV D.
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